Synopsis

The Siegel’s Series works through key topics in a Q&A format, providing an additional source for self-quizzing. A proven resource for high performance, each title in this exam-prep series contains multiple-choice questions and answers, as well as essay questions with model answers.
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Customer Reviews

The Siegels books are widely used by professors when they create exams. I highly recommend the series because there is a high probability a professor will have a question from this book in his or her exam. Additionally, the hypos and multiple choice questions are excellent and cover many topics. If you are studying for the bar or a final exam these are the books to get.

The Siegels’ approach is nice. The summary chapter at the beginning is more about law school exam attacks, which is really a version of a client interview. Of course, you’re graded differently by a prof. than a potential client, but Siegels’ gives some great strategies. The substantive Q&A formats are helpful as well. About half the book is devoted to 20+ essays and their answers. Fantastic prep for exam attack. The other half is devoted to multiple choice Q&A which are set up like MBE questions, where they build on each other, or are off the same fact pattern. Worth the money.

The book has over 100 Multiple Choice questions dealing with Constitutional Law in general as well as First Amendment. I know some materials separate the two, like Examples and Explanations.
Many questions are from previous bar exams. If you can get all of them right, you'll be good for your final. Provides a great opportunity to practice. Writing out your essay answers and then reading model answers is THE way to study. Worked for me! I get a Siegel's book for almost every class and study from them, as opposed to outlining.

Great series, and this one is no exception. I recommend attempting to answer the questions and then looking at the model answers. Doing that will help your brain learn the material and retain it, as well as giving you the beginnings of canned answers that you can use tailor and on your exam.

Conlaw is an ambiguous subject. This supplement will give you the best possible approach for exams, which Chemerinsky won't. 5 stars all the way. Best supplement for conlaw. Period.
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